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3D Ornaments
Cut along the outline of each shape and fold at the center. 
Stick one side of the cut-out to a side of another cut-out. 
Place a string in the middle and hang it from the ceiling! 
Do the same for all the cut-outs!

How this helps:  Your child uses his/her creativity and coordination skills 
to create these colourful 3D ornaments!
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Lift-Off! Colour, cut and stick the di�erent shapes onto 
the rocket image. Make your own rocket!

How this helps:  Your child can use his/her imagination to create his/her own rocket! 



Lift
Off



Kite Carnival Add a splash of colours to the kite and have 
a blast while doing so!

How this helps:  Your child uses his/her creativity, fine motor skills, 
and imagination to create a colourful kite!
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What's Up? Fill in the missing letters to form names of 
elements that belong to the sky up above!

How this helps:  Your child learns about di�erent elements in the sky and improves his/her 
vocabulary while engaging with this activity!
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What's Inside The Box?

http://flintobox.com/

Get the box here:

kid-friendly 
materials

4-7 explorative 
activities

new theme 
every month

designed by 
experts

play 
philosophy

age-specific

12 developmental 
areas

Award-winning activity boxes filled with fun exploratory 
activities and games for 2 to 8-year-olds. 
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